Galaxy Zoo: a sample of blue early-type galaxies at low redshift
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ABSTRACT
We report the discovery of a population of nearby, blue early-type galaxies with high star formation rates (0.5 < SFR < 50 M⊙ yr−1). They are identified by their visual morphology as provided by Galaxy Zoo for Sloan Digital Sky Survey Data Release 6 and their u − r colour. We select a volume-limited sample in the redshift range 0.02 < z < 0.05, corresponding to luminosities of approximately L* and above and with u − r colours significantly bluer than the red sequence. We confirm the early-type morphology of the objects in this sample and investigate their environmental dependence and star formation properties. Blue early-type galaxies tend to live in lower density environments than ‘normal’ red sequence early-types and make up 5.7 ± 0.4 per cent of the low-redshift early-type galaxy population. We find that such blue early-type galaxies are virtually absent at high velocity dispersions above 200 km s−1. Our analysis uses emission line diagnostic diagrams and we find that ∼25 per cent of them are actively star forming, while another ∼25 per cent host both star formation and an active galactic nucleus (AGN). Another ∼12 per cent are AGN. The remaining 38 per cent show no strong emission lines. When present and uncontaminated by an AGN contribution, the star formation is generally intense. When present and uncontaminated by an AGN contribution, the star formation is generally intense. When present and uncontaminated by an AGN contribution, the star formation is generally intense. We consider star formation rates derived from Hα, u band and infrared luminosities, and radial colour profiles, and conclude that the star formation is spatially extended. Of those objects that are not currently undergoing star formation must have ceased doing so recently in order to account for their blue optical colours. The gas-phase metallicity of the actively star-forming blue early-types galaxies is supersolar in all cases. We discuss the place of these objects in the context of galaxy formation. A catalogue of all 204 blue early-type galaxies in our sample, including star formation rates, emission line classification is provided.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Early-type galaxies are a fascinating probe of galaxy formation. Their apparent simplicity is deceiving, since much of the physics that is involved in their formation and evolution is still poorly understood. It is now common practice to divide the galaxy population on
Figure 1. Left: we show the optical colour–magnitude relation for our volume-limited sample of morphological early-type galaxies. The solid line represents the mean of a Gaussian fit to the red sequence, while the dashed lines indicate the $3\sigma$ offset from that mean. We plot all those early-type galaxies above this $3\sigma$ offset as small grey points and those below as large black points. On top of this, we plot a histogram of the fraction of early-type galaxies as a function of $M_r$ classified as blue early-types galaxies and the scale is indicated on the right-hand vertical axis. Right: we show the colour–$\sigma$ relation for our sample, indicating galaxies using the same symbols. Blue early-type galaxies have velocity dispersions that are significantly lower than the majority of red early-type galaxies with similar luminosities. As star formation is suppressed, they will move vertically up at a given velocity dispersion as they join the red sequence. Blue early-type galaxies in the low-redshift Universe are thus building the lower mass end of the red sequence in accordance with downsizing (Thomas et al. 2005).

In this paper we present a new sample of 204 blue early-type galaxies populating the extreme blue end of a sample of 3588 nearby early-type galaxies. We thus confirm that blue early-type galaxies with significant amounts of star formation exist but make up only a small fraction of early-types in the low-redshift Universe and investigate their properties in detail. The parent sample is selected by morphology determined by careful and repeated visual inspection. The extreme blue sample is then selected based on $u-r$ optical colour. Our blue early-type galaxies can display intense star formation, with SFRs ranging from $0.5 < \text{SFR} < 50 \, M_\odot \, \text{yr}^{-1}$, comparable at the low end to typical spiral galaxies and representing at the high end the most intensely star-forming early-type galaxies ever detected.

2 SAMPLE PROPERTIES

Our sample of morphological early-type galaxies is drawn from the Galaxy Zoo clean catalogue (Lintott et al. 2008), which provides us with visual classifications for galaxies from the SDSS Data Release 6 (DR6; York et al. 2000; Adelman-McCarthy et al. 2008). The Galaxy Zoo classifications of morphology are based on the visual inspection of SDSS images by a large number of independent observers. As described in Lintott et al. (2008), Galaxy Zoo enlists the help of members of the public to classify the spectroscopic galaxy sample from the SDSS. This selection made only via morphology is crucial when selecting non-passive early-type galaxies. We select all galaxies with spectra in the redshift interval $0.02 < z < 0.05$ and create a volume-limited sample by limiting to an absolute magnitude of $M_r < -20.7$, which is slightly below $M_r$ for low-redshift early-type galaxies ($M_r = -21.15$; Bernardi et al. 2003). In this volume-limited sample, we then focus on the morphological early-type galaxies. The visual classifications from Galaxy Zoo of the objects presented here (see Section 2.3) should provide robust confirmation of their early-type morphology as the redshift and apparent magnitude limits used are lower than those of Fukugita et al. (2004) and S07. The colours are derived from SDSS modelMags, which are optimized for galaxy colours, while the absolute magnitudes are based on the SDSS petroMag, which is a good measure of the total light.
2.1 Selection of blue early-type galaxies

On the left-hand side of Fig. 1, we plot the optical colour–magnitude relation for the early-type galaxies in our sample. In $u - r$ colour, the majority of early-type galaxies lie on a tight red sequence, while a minority scatters to significantly bluer $u - r$ colours. We fit a Gaussian to the $u - r$ colour of the early-type population in magnitude bins of $dM = 0.33$ mag. Using this fit, we determine the $3\sigma$ offset to the red sequence and define as blue early-type galaxies those that are below this offset. This strong selection ensures that we are probing the blue extreme of the early-type galaxy population. In Fig. 1, we indicate the mean of the red sequence as the solid line and the $3\sigma$ offsets as dashed lines. This produces a sample of 204 blue early-type galaxies.

The overall fraction of early-type galaxies that are selected in this volume-limited sample is $5.7 \pm 0.4$ per cent. This fraction is significantly higher than the 0.23 per cent expected from a $3\sigma$ limit of a purely Gaussian distribution; this is due to the fact that the $u - r$ colour–magnitude relation is not a perfect Gaussian, but displays an excessive scatter to bluer colours. The assumption of the colour–magnitude relation as a function of all five SDSS filter absolute magnitudes ($M_u, M_g, M_r, M_i$ and $M_z$) to illustrate the effect on these absolute magnitudes of the young stellar populations present in blue early-type galaxies. In the $M_g$ diagram, the young stellar populations boost the absolute magnitude such that blue early-types are as luminous as the most massive early-type galaxies despite their low velocity dispersion (cf. Fig. 1, left). As we go to redder bands, the absolute magnitude is less and less affected by the young population and the $M_z$ colour–magnitude relation is most similar to the colour–$\sigma$ diagram. For an in-depth discussion on the selection bias introduced by this, see Section 2.2.

2.2 The Faber–Jackson relation and sample bias

The distributions of $M_r$ and $\sigma$ in Figs 1 and 2 support a picture where blue early-type galaxies are systems containing substantial young stellar populations with low and intermediate velocity dispersions almost exclusively below $\sigma = 200$ km s$^{-1}$, in accordance with the picture of downsizing (Bernardi et al. 2005; Nelan et al. 2005; Thomas et al. 2005). The distributions of early-type galaxies with $\sigma > 200$ km s$^{-1}$ in the low-redshift Universe. The absence of blue early-type galaxies at high velocity dispersions cannot be accounted for by any selection effects.

In Fig. 3 we plot the Faber–Jackson relation (Faber & Jackson 1976), we can see that blue early-type galaxies (black points) scatter away from the position of red early-types (grey points). The velocity dispersions of these systems are unaffected by young stellar populations, but their boosting of the absolute magnitude is sufficient to account for the offset. In Fig. 3, we use Maraston (2005) models to show the expected fading of stellar populations given a selection of mass fractions and other parameters to show that a declining star formation history will place blue early-type galaxies on the Faber–Jackson relation within 1 Gyr.

The boosting of the $r$-band luminosity will introduce a bias on our selection of a volume-limited sample with $M_r < -20.7$ as blue early-type galaxies at lower velocity dispersion will enter this selection, while red early-type galaxies will not (cf. Faber–Jackson relation, Fig. 3). Thus the fraction of blue early-type galaxies of $5.7 \pm 0.4$ per cent should be viewed as an upper limit on the blue fraction given our selection. A sample selection that is complete in velocity dispersion encounters the problem that the reliability of the visual inspection decreases as a function of apparent magnitude. As discussed earlier, this sample of blue early-type galaxies is at lower redshift and apparent magnitude and so the visual...
Figure 3. The Faber–Jackson relation (Faber & Jackson 1976) for our volume-limited sample of early-type galaxies. The absolute magnitude cut is indicated by the dashed line. As in Fig. 1, we indicate red early-type galaxies as small grey points and blue early-type galaxies as larger black points. The blue early-type galaxy population scatters off the locus of their red counterparts. This may lead to selection bias (see Section 2.2) as the more luminous blue early-type galaxies at lower velocity dispersions are put into the volume-limited sample. We indicate how blue early-type galaxies might fade to the Faber–Jackson relation by determining the amount of fading expected from a variety of starburst models. We place a young population of 1, 10 and 63 per cent mass fraction on top of an 8 Gyr old solar metallicity single stellar population (SSP) with $E(B - V) = 0.05$ (Calzetti et al. 2000), corresponding to models A, B and C. We then calculate the expected fading starting from age 100 to 500 Myr, 1 and 2 Gyr. We use grey-scale to indicate these time-steps. For each mass fraction, the left-hand bars represent a rapidly declining star formation history where the young burst is modelled as an exponentially declining star formation history with $\tau = 100$ Myr. The right-hand bar represents a $\tau = 1$ Gyr. If these star formation histories roughly represent those of blue early-type galaxies, then a return to the Faber–Jackson relation within $\sim 1$ Gyr is plausible for starbursts of a few per cent by mass.

Figure 4. Example SDSS gri composite colour images for a sample of blue early-type galaxies. The galaxies shown here are all classified as purely star forming (see Section 2.4). The objects here all have aperture-corrected H$\alpha$ SFR $> 5 M_\odot$ yr$^{-1}$. These objects all have higher SFRs than any previously known visually classified early-type galaxy. The images measure $51.2 \times 51.2$ arcsec$^2$. classification is highly secure. We present example gri images to illustrate this in Fig. 4. We also provide images of a sample of galaxies classified as face-on spirals in the same luminosity and redshift range in Fig. 5 for comparison. By using the Galaxy Zoo clean sample, we further ensure that we have only selected galaxies about which a substantial majority of classifiers (> 80 per cent by weighted vote, see Lintott et al. 2008 for a discussion) concur.

The most relevant comparison for Galaxy Zoo early-types is with those of the MOSES (Morphologically Selected Ellipticals in SDSS; S07) sample, selected by one professional classifier. Essentially all of the MOSES early-types included in Galaxy Zoo (> 99.9 per cent) were found to be early-type. However, the Galaxy Zoo early-type sample included a small number of galaxies that were not classified as early-type in MOSES; comparison with the sample of Fukugita et al. (2007) who provided detailed classifications of $\sim 3000$ SDSS galaxies suggests that these extra galaxies are likely to be S0 galaxies. Each of the galaxies included in the present sample was inspected by an expert classifier [Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS)] and found to be of early-type morphology.

A further advantage of the Galaxy Zoo classifications rests in the fact that we have multiple classifications for every object. This allows us to statistically analyse the distribution of classifications to assess its reliability. In a companion paper, Bamford et al. (2009) statistically assess the bias of galaxy classifications from Galaxy Zoo and SDSS as function of luminosity and redshift. This study underlines the need for our selection of low-redshift, high-luminosity galaxies for obtaining the high reliability of visual inspection needed to rule out any significant late-type/spiral interlopers in this sample. Based on the estimates of Bamford et al. (2009), we conclude that our sample as a maximum contamination of spiral interlopers of $\sim 4$ per cent, which corresponds to eight objects in the blue early-type sample. This makes our sample exceedingly clean; Sa spiral galaxies with distinct discs and spiral arms are not contributing to our sample. We confirm this by visually inspecting all 204 objects.
Figure 5. Example SDSS gri composite colour images for a sample of face-on spiral galaxies selected by applying the same redshift and luminosity cuts that define our blue early-type galaxy sample. Their purpose is to indicate the image quality in Fig. 4, which may not be apparent due to the lack of features of early-type galaxies. These images also indicate how a star-forming disc or spiral arms of any prominence appear in images of this quality and so establishes their absence in our morphological early-type sample.

Figure 6. The SDSS spectra of four blue early-type galaxies processed with gANDALF. For each galaxy, we show the whole galaxy spectrum in the rest frame. The best fit is overplotted in red, while the fit to the emission lines is shown in blue. The residuals for this fit are also shown by the small points at the lower end of each panel, where the dashed lines further show the average level of the residuals that is used to assess the detection of the emission lines. We further focus in on two wavelength regions of interest around Hα+[N II] and Hβ+[O III]. All four spectra feature deep Balmer absorption lines and some show considerable dust extinction.

2.4 Emission line measurement

Optical emission lines are a well-established and powerful tool for identifying and separating star-forming galaxies from AGN (Baldwin, Phillips & Terlevich 1981; Veilleux & Osterbrock 1987). We measure the optical emission lines of our blue early-type galaxy sample using the gANDALF package1 (Sarzi et al. 2006). In Fig. 6 we show four example spectra of blue early-type galaxies processed with gANDALF. We use the main emission lines ([O III] λ5007, Hβ,

1 Available at http://www.strw.leidenuniv.nl/sauron/
Figure 7. The Hα EW as a function of galaxy absolute magnitude to give an indication of the emission line strength.

Figure 8. The emission line ratio diagrams for our blue early-type galaxy sample (BPT diagram; Baldwin, Phillips & Terlevich 1981). Only objects where all four lines in each diagram are detected with S/N > 3 are plotted. In each panel, we use a different line from left to right: [N II] λ6583, [S II] λ6583 and [O I] λ6583. All objects below the line labelled Ka03 (Kauffmann et al. 2003) are classified as purely star forming. All objects between the Ka03 line and the line labelled Ke01 (Kewley et al. 2001) are AGN+SF composites. The line from S07 divides Seyferts and LINERS on the [N II] diagram. All objects beyond this line are separated into Seyfert AGN and LINERS where possible with the [O I] or [S II] diagrams.

Table 1. Emission line classification results for blue early-type galaxies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Fraction (per cent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blue early-type galaxies</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star forming</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>24.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGN+SF composite</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>25.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seyfert</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINER</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak emission linesa</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>37.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aMeasurement of at least one of Hα, Hβ, [N II] and [O III] has S/N < 3; see Section 2.4.

It is possible to determine an upper limit on the current SFR of our unclassifiable blue early-type galaxies by using whatever Hα line flux is measured by GANDALF. We find that they have SFRs < 1 M⊙ yr⁻¹; this represents the low-SFR tail of the sample (see Section 3.1). S07 found that blue early-type galaxies typically undergo a burst in which 1–10 per cent of their stellar mass are formed on a time-scale of ~100 Myr. These blue early-type galaxies without emission lines may represent the passive evolutionary phase which follows this burst of star formation. They may represent the population of early-types where the suppression of star formation is complete and they are rapidly moving towards the red sequence (S07). They may be distinct from normal passive early-type galaxies in their ultraviolet (UV)/optical colours as demonstrated by Yi et al. (2005). Kriek et al. (2006, 2007) discuss a potentially similar sample of early-type galaxies with suppressed star formation at high redshift.

3 THE PROPERTIES OF BLUE EARLY-TYPE GALAXIES

We now discuss the properties of the blue early-type galaxy population in detail. We note that in our discussion of star formation, we only refer to those blue early-type galaxies classified as purely star forming on the emission line diagrams (see Section 2.4).

3.1 Infrared luminosities and star formation rates

We match our blue early-type galaxy sample to the IRAS (Infrared Astronomical Satellite) Faint Source Catalog (FSC) v.2 (Moshir et al. 1990) to measure their infrared (IR) luminosities LIR
Figure 9. The distribution of IR luminosities $L_{\text{IR}}$ for our blue early-type sample. The top panel is for the entire blue early-type galaxy sample, while the bottom panel shows the star-forming objects only. The $L_{\text{IR}}$ of all objects may in part be due an AGN contribution, while the purely star-forming sample is likely IR luminous mostly due to star formation.

3.2 Star formation rates

We measure the Hα line luminosity, correcting for internal extinction based on the Balmer decrement, and compute the SFR using the calibration of Kennicutt (1998) for our purely star-forming blue early-type sample. We ignore the AGN+SF composites, as we cannot know what fraction of the Hα derives from star formation. Since SDSS spectroscopic fibres have a 3-arcsec diameter, this yields the SFR in the central 3 arcsec of the galaxy, which corresponds for this sample to a mean of 2 kpc in radius. Assuming that the (Sanders & Mirabel 1996), yielding 24 matches. We find that all but two of those early-type galaxies that are detected range between $10^{10} < L_{\text{IR}} < 10^{12} L_\odot$ and two objects are above the limit of luminous infrared galaxies (LIRGs; $L_{\text{IR}} > 10^{11} L_\odot$). In Fig. 9, we plot the distribution of IR luminosities split into purely star-forming blue early-types and everything else. We calculate IR SFRs for those galaxies in our sample that have been detected by IRAS using the calibration of Gao & Solomon (2004) and find that the IR SFRs range between $5 < \text{SFR} < 50 M_\odot \text{yr}^{-1}$. Using the relationships of Gao & Solomon (2004), we can also estimate the range of HCN luminosity ($10^{7} < L_{\text{HCN}} < 10^{8} \text{K km s}^{-1} \text{pc}^2$) and CO luminosity ($10^{8.5} < L_{\text{CO}} < 10^{9.5} \text{K km s}^{-1} \text{pc}^2$). The IRAS FSC has a very shallow flux limit, so that any detections are due to the most luminous and nearest objects. In order to study the population as a whole, we turn to Hα as a tracer of the SFR.

Figure 10. In panels (a) and (b), we compare our various SFR indicators against each other for those blue early-type galaxies classified as purely star forming. In each, the empty circles stand for the 3-arcsec fibre aperture Hα SFR, while the filled circles represent the aperture-corrected Hα SFR. In panel (a), we compare these two to the IR SFR and in panel (b) to the u band SFR. We also indicate the line of the 1:1 correspondence. In the case of panel (a), we find that the 3-arcsec fibre SFR is systematically offset from the total IR SFR, while the aperture-corrected SFR gives a good match. In the case of panel (b), the 3-arcsec fibre SFR again is systematically lower than the u band SFR, while the aperture-corrected SFR is systematically higher. From this comparison, we conclude that while neither 3-arcsec fibre nor aperture-corrected SFR is perfect, the aperture-corrected SFR is closer to the IR SFR. In panel (c), we show the histogram of the ratio of the 3-arcsec fibre to the de Vaucouleurs scale radius and in panel (d), we show the histogram of physical radii in kpc that the 3-arcsec fibre corresponds to.
distribution of the star formation follows the stellar light of the galaxy, we can estimate the Hα luminosity lost outside the fibre from the ratio of the r-band flux within the 3 arcsec and the total Petrosian r-band flux. This typically scales the light from ~20 per cent inside the fibre to 100 per cent. In order to determine whether this aperture correction is appropriate, we compare with independent tracers of the total SFR: the IR SFR from the IRAS observations and the SFR from the u-band light (Hopkins et al. 2003), corrected for extinction using the Balmer decrement. Our galaxies are effectively point sources for IRAS and so include emission from the entire galaxy.

In Fig. 10, we show the comparison between our SFR indicators. While there is significant scatter, the aperture-corrected SFR is generally in better agreement with the IR SFR than the fibre SFR and the u-band SFR lies between the aperture-corrected and fibre SFR. This means that the central fibre SFR only samples a fraction of the total SFR, which implies that star formation in blue early-type galaxies is not confined to a central disc or nuclear starburst, but extends over the entire galaxy (see also Sarzi et al. 2006).

Even with the correction, there is still an offset between the Hα and u-band SFRs. This may be due to the fact that the u band does not probe sufficiently obscured star formation, while the IR does. This underestimation of the SFR by the u-band light is thus unsurprising. The better agreement between aperture-corrected Hα and IR SFR argues that Hα suffers less from this effect.

For the remainder, we use the aperture-corrected Hα SFR which is available for the entire star-forming sample, unlike the IR SFR.

3.3 Colour profiles

Another way to probe the distribution of young stars in our galaxies is to plot the $u - r$ colour as a function of radius. In Fig. 11, we plot the $u - r$ radial profiles for blue and red early-types in two velocity dispersion bins. Comparing at the same velocity dispersion is important, but at low velocity dispersions, it can be challenging (cf. Section 2.2). At low velocity dispersions, most passive, red early-types are not included in our volume-limited sample with a bias against the redder, less luminous objects. We nevertheless plot the colour profiles for a sample with $100 < \sigma < 110 \, \text{km s}^{-1}$ (Fig. 11a) and for $160 < \sigma < 180 \, \text{km s}^{-1}$ (Fig. 11b). In both cases, we find that the $u - r$ colour is significantly bluer out to at least the effective radius, supporting our finding that the star formation is extended, rather than circumnuclear, as has been found for some massive radio galaxies (Aretxaga et al. 2001; Holt et al. 2007). Some blue early-types do become redder at about $R_{\text{deV}}$, others remain blue out to several radii. Some of the massive blue early-types in Fig. 11(b) tend to red $u - r$ colour within the central $1/10 \, R_{\text{deV}}$; this may be due to high levels of extinction.

We also test whether there is any clear difference between the purely star-forming blue early-type galaxies and those with any

Figure 11. The $u - r$ colour profiles of blue and red early-type galaxies. The radial distance is normalized to the de Vaucouleurs scale radius derived by the SDSS photometric pipeline. In panels (a) and (b), we show the colour profiles of blue and red early-types in two velocity dispersion bins. In both cases, we find that the blue colours extend to at least the scale radius, supporting the idea that the star formation in this population is spatially extended. In panel (c), we test whether there is any clear systematic difference in the colour profile between the purely star-forming early-types (in blue), and those showing evidence for an AGN in the emission lines (AGN+SF, Seyfert and LINER; in green).
evidence for AGN activity (i.e. AGN+SF, Seyfert and LINER). We plot the colour profiles in Fig. 11(c) and conclude that there is no clear trend apparent.

3.4 Gas-phase metallicities

The chemical enrichment of the interstellar medium (ISM) of galaxies is an important probe of their chemical evolution. In order to place blue early-type galaxies in context, we obtain gas-phase metallicities from the SDSS catalogue of Tremonti et al. (2004) for those blue early-type galaxies classified as purely star forming. We show the distribution of gas-phase metallicities for those objects with matches in their catalogue in Fig. 12 (Tremonti et al. 2004). We find that the gas-phase metallicities are all supersolar (adopting the solar value (Allende Prieto et al. 2001)).

From the BPT diagrams in Fig. 7, we can see that there is a lack of objects with high [O iii]/Hβ ratios on the star-forming locus is naturally accounted for by the lack of low-metallicity gas in blue early-types. Comparing to the observed mass–metallicity relation of Tremonti et al. (2004), the gas-phase metallicities of blue early-type galaxies are as expected and the high metallicities are a result of our luminosity cut.

3.5 Environment

The effect of environment on galaxy formation has been a topic of vigorous debate since the discovery of Oemler (1974) and Dressler (1980) that early-type galaxies preferentially reside in clusters. It is not clear whether the environmental parameters of the stellar populations of early-type galaxies vary with environment. We measure the local density of our sample using the environment parameter $\rho_g$ defined by Schawinski et al. (2007a) (see also Yoon et al. 2008). This parameter samples the local galaxy distribution with a Gaussian kernel of 2 Mpc and represents a weighted local number density. We calculate $\rho_g$ for our blue early-type galaxy sample and for the corresponding red early-type galaxies and show the resulting cumulative distributions in Fig. 13. In order to avoid bias with galaxy mass, we limit both the blue and red early-type sample to a range of $110 < \sigma < 150 \text{ km s}^{-1}$.

The results for the two distributions of $\rho_g$ show that blue early-type galaxies clearly reside in lower density environments compared to their red counterparts at the same velocity dispersion. We perform a KS test and find a probability of the two distributions being drawn from different parent distributions of 95 per cent. For a Kuiper test, the significance is 97 per cent. In fact, blue early-type galaxies appear to be virtually absent at the typical densities of cluster centres as defined by a commonly used cluster catalogue based on SDSS, the C4 cluster catalogue of Miller et al. (2005) which were explored by Schawinski et al. (2007a).

4 DISCUSSION

Blue early-type galaxies represent a fascinating phase in the evolution of galaxies. Quite what place they take in the overarching picture is still unclear. There are three general scenarios that might account for them. They could represent the result of a spiral–spiral merger whose end product will eventually join the red sequence in passive evolution. They might also be early-type galaxies on the red sequence that are undergoing an episode of star formation due to the sudden availability of cold gas, making them leave the red sequence before joining it. The third possibility is that they are mixed early-type/late-type mergers (e.g. Khochfar & Burkert 2003), meaning that one progenitor originates from each the blue cloud and the red sequence. Which of these scenarios – or which combination thereof – is occurring here is unclear. We provide Table 2 to enable follow-up observations of these objects to further illuminate their nature.

4.1 Are there any nearby counterparts?

In the nearby Universe, our SDSS blue star-forming early-type galaxies could correspond to objects like NGC 3032, which is the bluest of the early-type galaxies observed in the course of the SAURON (Spectrographic Areal Unit for Research on Optical Nebulae) integral-field survey (de Zeeuw et al. 2002) and the one showing by far the strongest nebular emission (Sarzi et al. 2006). NGC 3032 is also unique in that it shows star formation across the entire SAURON field-of-view (corresponding to approximately one effective radius), whereas in early-type galaxies with lower levels of star formation, this occurs in circumnuclear rings. The EW of the integrated nebular emission of NGC 3032 (4 Å within one effective radius for Hβ) is also sufficiently strong that it would have been
detected by SDSS observations and end up as being classified as one of our star-forming blue early-type galaxies.

Arguing from population statistics, that only one such a galaxy is found among the 48 objects surveyed by SAURON is also consistent with the 1.5 per cent fraction of the early-type population that we found to be blue and star forming.

4.2 Comparison to theoretical models

We now explore the blue early-type galaxy population in simulations of galaxy formation.

4.2.1 Semi-analytic models

In order to compare our results with the predictions of the Λ cold dark matter (ΛCDM) paradigm we use semi-analytical modelling (SAM; Khochfar & Burkert 2005; Khochfar & Silk 2006) including an empirical description for AGN feedback (Schawinski et al. 2006). This model reproduces well the fraction of near-UV-blue early-type galaxies as a function of magnitude and velocity dispersion (Schawinski et al. 2006). It should be noted that without our AGN feedback prescription almost all of the simulated early-type galaxies were blue in the luminosity range of interest; reproducing the colours of early-type galaxies remains a difficult challenge for SAMs. Here we compare the range of SFRs for the blue early-type population with those obtained from the observations.

Adopting a magnitude limit of $M_r = -21$ and the same 3σ cut in $u - r$ as described above to select blue early-type galaxies, we find that 7.7 per cent of model early-type galaxies are selected as blue. This fraction is comparable to the 5.7 ± 0.4 per cent that we observe (see Fig. 1); the difference may be due to massive gas-rich mergers that are considered bulge-dominated objects in the model, but may have sufficiently disturbed morphologies to have been classified as mergers in Galaxy Zoo. In the blue early-type galaxies in the model, we find SFRs ranging from 0.1 to 45 $M_\odot$ yr$^{-1}$, with a strong peak around 1 $M_\odot$ yr$^{-1}$ and an extended tail to the upper end of the SFR range. The fraction of blue early-type galaxies showing SFR above 1 $M_\odot$ yr$^{-1}$ is ~45 per cent and as such is larger than the above reported 25 per cent. However, the combined star forming and AGN+SF composite population accounts for ~50 per cent of the galaxies and is well above the fraction of star-forming early-types in the SAM, indicating that a large fraction of the AGN+SF composite population might indeed be star forming.

4.2.2 A merger trigger for blue early-types?

Kaviraj et al. (2009) have performed numerical simulations of minor mergers to determine their role in the recent star formation histories of early-type galaxies and explore whether satellite accretion could produce the blue UV colours that seem to be common amongst the low-redshift early-type population (Yi et al. 2005; Kaviraj et al. 2007b; Schawinski et al. 2007a). The peak SFRs produced in minor mergers (with mass ratios of 1:6 and a satellite with a gas fraction of 20 per cent) is less than ~1 $M_\odot$ yr$^{-1}$ (see their fig. 1). Even if larger mass ratios (e.g. 1:4) and more gas-rich satellites (e.g. with gas fractions of 40 per cent) are considered the peak SFRs in these events are unlikely to be higher than a few $M_\odot$ yr$^{-1}$. Therefore, it is unlikely that the star formation activity observed in our sample is triggered by minor mergers.

Accretion of cold gas from the halo should be negligible if feedback processes efficiently maintain the temperature of the hot gas reservoir in early-type galaxies (Binney 2004), but it cannot be ruled out. A plausible route for the triggering of the star formation we are witnessing in these blue early-type systems is gas-rich major mergers, where at least one of the progenitors is a late-type galaxy. Such events are predicted by current semi-analytic models (Khochfar & Burkert 2003; Kaviraj et al. 2006) and so may be a natural trigger for the time sequence of S07.

4.3 Are blue early-type galaxies progenitors of E+A galaxies?

An intriguing possibility worth discussing here is that the blue early-type galaxy population may be at least partially linked to the E+A galaxy phenomenon via an evolutionary sequence. E+A (or K+A) galaxies have spectra undergoing no ongoing star formation indicated by a lack of Hα and [OII] emission lines but indicating a recent past starburst resulting in a considerable mass-fraction in intermediate-age stars (the ‘A’ in E+A denotes A stars). First noted by Dressler & Gunn (1983), E+A galaxies are rare and seem to reside mostly in low-density environment and their deep Balmer lines together with their UV–optical colours point to a pathway in which star formation was truncated on short time-scales (Kaviraj et al. 2007a).

The usual selection of E+A galaxies is via a rejection of spectra with signs of active star formation and extremely deep Balmer lines. If we ignore the star formation criteria and simply focus on the Balmer line cut, only a small fraction of blue early-type galaxies would be missed.

### Table 2. A sample of the catalogue of blue early-type galaxies. The full table is available in the online version of the paper (see Supporting Information).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SDSS object id</th>
<th>RA (J2000)</th>
<th>Dec. (J2000)</th>
<th>Redshift</th>
<th>$M_r$</th>
<th>$u - r$</th>
<th>SFR$^a$</th>
<th>Emission line class$^b$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>58772981736906813</td>
<td>11:30:57.9</td>
<td>-01:08:51.1</td>
<td>0.0480</td>
<td>-21.43</td>
<td>2.365</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>LINER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5877298227295748</td>
<td>11:23:27.0</td>
<td>-00:42:48.8</td>
<td>0.0408</td>
<td>-20.81</td>
<td>1.606</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>SF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58772982299271230</td>
<td>15:23:47.1</td>
<td>-00:38:23.0</td>
<td>0.0375</td>
<td>-21.00</td>
<td>1.998</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>SF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58772983351582785</td>
<td>12:08:23.5</td>
<td>+00:06:37.0</td>
<td>0.0408</td>
<td>-21.50</td>
<td>2.038</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>SF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58772984440463382</td>
<td>14:26:13.0</td>
<td>+00:51:38.1</td>
<td>0.0319</td>
<td>-20.87</td>
<td>2.035</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>SF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58772419826213547</td>
<td>01:41:43.2</td>
<td>+13:40:32.8</td>
<td>0.0454</td>
<td>-21.81</td>
<td>1.432</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>SF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58772419935181282</td>
<td>01:03:58.7</td>
<td>+15:14:50.1</td>
<td>0.0418</td>
<td>-21.40</td>
<td>2.261</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>SF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58772419935285539</td>
<td>01:36:19.4</td>
<td>+14:39:24.6</td>
<td>0.0377</td>
<td>-20.80</td>
<td>2.310</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>AGN+SF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58772421570817120</td>
<td>01:44:26.2</td>
<td>+13:09:35.5</td>
<td>0.0450</td>
<td>-20.93</td>
<td>2.152</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>AGN+SF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$The aperture-corrected Hα SFR. This is given only for the objects classified as star forming by the emission line diagrams.

$^b$Emission line classification, objects that do not have S/N > 3 in the four main lines are given as ‘–’. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we investigate a volume-limited sample of visually identified early-type galaxies selected from Galaxy Zoo and SDSS DR6. Our selection via morphology only has allowed us to study the population of optically blue early-type galaxies that do not reside on the red sequence like their passive counterparts. We determine the number fraction of these blue early-types and discuss selection effects. The most prominent caveat is the fact that absolute magnitudes can be boosted significantly, giving the impression that blue early-type galaxies are massive. However, their velocity dispersions are moderate and extremely few exceed 200 km s\(^{-1}\), implying masses below 10\(^{11}\) M\(_{\odot}\). There are almost no massive blue early-type galaxies in the low-redshift Universe. We show that the young stellar populations present in blue early-type galaxies cause them to scatter off the Faber–Jackson relation and using simple fading/ageing models determine that they can fade back on to the Faber–Jackson relation within ~1 Gyr for small young mass fractions of a few per cent.

We use emission line diagnostic diagrams to classify them into purely star forming (25 per cent), AGN+SF composites (25 per cent) and AGN (12 per cent). The remaining blue early-type galaxies show no strong emission lines and so have suppressed their star formation and show no AGN (as discussed in S07). We discuss a possible connection between these objects and E+A/K+A galaxies in Section 4.3.

Using a variety of measures (Hz, \(u\) band and IR), we determine the range of SFRs in blue early-type galaxies and find a wide range from 0.5 < SFR < 50 M\(_{\odot}\) yr\(^{-1}\). The higher values are the highest values reported for low-redshift early-type galaxies. By comparing the SFR probed by the central SDSS 3-arcsec fibres to total IR SFRs, we conclude that the star formation in star-forming blue early-type galaxies is not confined to a central circumnuclear starburst, but extends spatially across most of the galaxy. We independently confirm this by verifying that the radial colour profiles exhibit blue colours out to at least the de Vaucouleurs scale radius, and in some cases, beyond. We also measure the gas-phase metallicity and find them to be supersolar in every case, consistent with the mass-metallicity relation of Tremonti et al. (2004).

We measure the local environment using the measure of Schawinski et al. (2007a) and Yoon et al. (2008) and find, at a given velocity dispersion, a statistically significant difference between red and blue early-type galaxies. Blue early-type galaxies are less frequent at the highest densities compared to their red counterparts at the same mass, implying a role of environment.

We discuss the place of these objects in our current understanding of galaxy formation. A comparison to numerical simulation of minor mergers suggests that minor mergers are an unlikely trigger mechanism; this leaves major mergers (either early–early or early–late) and major cooling events in red early-type galaxies as plausible triggers. Further observations of blue early-type galaxies should be able to resolve this. Deep optical imaging should reveal tidal tails and other features if they are the result of major mergers (cf. van Dokkum 2005).

In order to allow the further study of this exciting population, we provide a catalogue of all blue early-type galaxies presented in this paper in Table 2.
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